In this paper, an underwater base station initiating (UBSI) resource allocation is proposed for underwater cellular wireless networks (UCWNs), which is a new approach to determine the backhaul capacity of underwater base stations (UBSs). This backhaul is a communication link from a UBS to a UBS controller (UBSC). Contrary to conventional resource allocation protocols, a UBS initiates to re-determine its backhaul capacity for itself according to its queue status; it releases a portion of its backhaul capacity in the case of experiencing resource under-utilization, and also requests additional backhaul capacity to the UBSC if packet drops are caused due to queue-overflow. This protocol can be appropriate and efficient to the underwater backhaul link where the transmission rate is quite low and the latency is unneglectable. In order to investigate the applicability of the UBSI resource allocation protocol to the UCWN, its performance is extensively analyzed via system level simulations. In our analysis, considered performance measures include average packet drop rate, average resource utilization, average message overhead, and the reserved capacity of the UBSC. In particular, the simulation results show that our proposed protocol not only utilizes most of the given backhaul capacity (more than 90 percent of resource utilization on the average), but also reduces controlling message overheads induced by resource allocation (less than 2 controlling messages on the average). It is expected that the simulation results and analysis in this paper can be used as operating guidelines to apply our new resource allocation protocol for the UCWN.
An underwater sensor network is a representative underwater wireless network, where multiple sensor nodes form a cluster. The data from a sensor node in one cluster is transmitted to that in another cluster by exchanging data between cluster heads. An underwater sensor network is advantageous due to its simplicity to build a network infrastructure, application versatility, and network expandability. However, this network type may suffer from severe latency, packet loss, and resource under-utilization induced by the bottleneck (e.g., due to heavily loaded traffic) occurred at a cluster head [7] . Moreover, message overhead can increase due to transferring routing messages among cluster heads and frequent re-routing owing to the mobility of nodes [8] .
In order to reliably operate underwater applications and to overcome the weakness of an underwater sensor network, an underwater cellular wireless network (UCWN) was considered in the previous studies [8, 9] . In a UCWN, an underwater base station (UBS) located at the center of a cell controls underwater terminals (UTs) residing in its cell, which is very similar to a terrestrial cellular wireless network (TCWN) [10] . In one underwater cell, a UBS collects data from all the UTs, and forwards the data to a UBS controller (UBSC) which is located on the water surface and controls multiple underwater base station (UBSs). A UBSC can be fixed (like a buoy) or mobile (like a command ship) dependent upon applications. The communication link between a UBS and a UBSC is important because it is responsible for exchanging both control signaling and data traffic. This link is very similar to the backhaul link between a base station and a base station controller in a TCWN. Thus, it can also be regarded as a backhaul link between a UBS and a UBSC. A UCWN can improve performance in terms of latency by avoiding multi-hop communications, thus enhancing network efficiency [11] . Furthermore, a UCWN may increase the communication reliability in harsh underwater environments where frequent transmission failure due to high bit error rate (BER) occurs and network traffic is heavily loaded caused by the advance of underwater applications [11, 12] .
Previously, several studies for a UCWN have been done since the introduction of the concept of a UCWN in literature [8] [9] [10] . The studies to design the topology of a UCWN was done in [11, 13, 14] ; a cell radius, spatial frequency reuse pattern, the available number of UTs per cell, and the capacity per cell are mathematically derived by considering the given bandwidth and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). A few guidelines targeted for planning a UCWN are also suggested via extensive simulation works. In [15] , a collision-free medium access control (MAC) protocol was proposed for a UCWN to completely avoid collisions among UTs located in a cell; a UBS sets UTs' tier according to their distance from the UBS, and manages UTs' transmission scheduling corresponding to the tier.
In addition, a resource allocation protocol, which determines the backhaul capacity of UBSs being applied to its backhaul link, was primarily proposed for a UCWN in [16] by considering following remarkable differences between the backhaul link of a UCWN and that of a TCWN.
• Traffic volume. The amount of the uplink traffic (i.e., from a base station to a base station controller) is much larger than that of the downlink traffic (i.e., from a base station controller to a base station) in a UCWN, which is completely contrary to a TCWN.
•
Performance. The transmission rate of a backhaul link of a UCWN is much lower than that of a TCWN. Besides, the latency of a backhaul link of a UCWN is much higher than that of a TCWN.
The differences mentioned above and asymmetrically increasing traffic of UBSs due to applying various underwater applications result in the traffic congestion in backhaul links of a UCWN. The protocol in [16] helps a UCWN deal with this bottleneck occurred at the backhaul link; a UBSC adaptively allocates the backhaul capacity of a UBS being proportional to its input traffic (i.e., the data collected from UTs in its cell), and thus improves backhaul transmission efficiency and fairness. To do this, a UBSC allocates several time slots per frame to UBSs for their backhaul capacity based on time division multiple access (TDMA). Three input traffic values are considered: current traffic, accumulated mean traffic, and the maximum traffic. Also, two methods that a UBS sends its input traffic to a UBSC are employed according to whether the transmission period is fixed or not: fixed period and adaptive
The ability to manage drastic change of uplink traffic. As the protocol in [16] was designed under the assumption that the UBSC capacity is enough to manage the input traffic from all the UBSs, it can be partially efficient when the uplink traffic of all the UBSs does not change quickly or does not show any bursty nature (which can be caused by mobile UTs such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)). However, in practice, it is possible that the uplink traffic of a UBS may abruptly increase due to burst traffic caused by mobile UTs or the rise of traffic gathered from (fixed) UTs in its cell. This can make a UBSC experience a shortage of backhaul capacity, and consequently it suffers from long latency and packet drops by queue-overflow. Thus, a more responsive resource reallocation reflecting traffic condition, that the uplink traffic of each UBS changes fast or the outbreak of burst uplink traffic occurs frequently, is strongly required.
The way to readjust the backhaul capacity of a UBS. In [16] , a UBSC collects traffic information from all the UBSs, calculates their backhaul capacity, and periodically reassigns their backhaul capacity by informing them of their new backhaul capacity. In other words, all the UBSs must communicate with a UBSC for the readjustment of their backhaul capacity at the same time. This is quite inefficient to the backhaul link of a UCWN suffering from both low transmission rate and high latency because the message overhead for reallocation of the backhaul capacity is quite large. Thus, considering low transmission rate and high latency of the backhaul links, a more efficient method to reassign the backhaul capacity of UBSs is necessary. Hence, it is necessary to design a new resource allocation protocol for the backhaul of a UCWN which considers more realistic underwater communication environments.
In this paper, we propose a novel resource allocation protocol for a UCWN by considering the characteristics of an underwater backhaul link as stated above. It effectively determines the backhaul capacity of UBSs responding to both fast uplink traffic change and burst traffic cases with a much smaller amount of message overhead, which is required for the reallocation of the backhaul capacity. In our approach, all of the capacity of the UBSC is not assigned to all the UBSs at once, being proportional to their uplink traffic. Instead, the UBSC determines the backhaul capacity of all the UBSs considering the upper limit (or the pre-determined maximum capacity) as well as uplink traffic of each UBS. More specifically, the UBSC calculates the backhaul capacity of each UBS proportional to the amount of input traffic of the UBS. If the calculated backhaul capacity of a UBS is greater than pre-determined upper limit, then the backhaul capacity of the UBS is determined as the upper limit. Otherwise, the backhaul capacity of the UBS is determined as the calculated value. So, some portion of the total backhaul capacity will not be allocated to the UBSs, and it is reserved at the UBSC. This reserved backhaul capacity is used to provide additional backhaul capacity to the UBS which requests more backhaul capacity due to abrupt traffic increase from UTs or burst traffic from mobile UTs (such as AUVs). In general, a UBS requesting more backhaul capacity may have already experienced packet drops due to queue-overflow. On the other hand, when a UBS uses lower backhaul resource than its allocated backhaul capacity, it returns some portion of its capacity to the UBSC, which will be added to the reserved backhaul capacity of the UBSC. And the reserved capacity can be used to support any UBS requesting additional backhaul capacity later.
In the conventional resource allocation scheme in [16] , the UBSC always initiates the backhaul resource allocation and determines the backhaul capacity of each UBS. In this scheme, the UBSC must communicate with all the UBSs to collect information for the reallocation. On the contrary, in our scheme, a UBS can initiate backhaul resource reallocation. Therefore, we call it "UBSI (UBS Initiating)" resource allocation protocol. Moreover, the UBSC communicates with only one UBS for resource reallocation if the reserved backhaul capacity in the UBSC is larger than the requested backhaul capacity of the UBS. In other words, our approach has much less resource reallocations, wherein the UBSC communicates with all the UBSs, than the conventional approach. Thus, our approach is expected to reduce the message overhead for the resource reallocation, and can be efficient for underwater communication links with low data rate and high latency.
Besides, in terms of interoperability, our UBSI resource allocation protocol determines the backhaul capacity of a UBS as a ratio to total backhaul capacity, which is interoperable with any multiple access technique.
In order to analyze the performance of our new resource allocation protocol, we perform system level simulations (SLSs) under the environments consisting of one UBSC and multiple UBSs. We consider four performance measures: average packet drop rate, average resource utilization, average message overhead, and reserved backhaul capacity in the UBSC. In our SLSs, these four performance measures are investigated with respect to the average input traffic and the average burst traffic of UBSs by considering two scenarios:
• Scenario 1: varying the upper limit (or maximum) of the backhaul capacity of a UBS, • Scenario 2: varying the lower limit of the resource utilization threshold where a UBS returns unused backhaul capacity when its current resource-utilization becomes less than this lower limit.
For each scenario, we provide a summary of our SLS results and analysis, and an operational guideline for the backhaul resource allocation in the UCWN using the proposed UBSI protocol.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the structure of a considered UCWN is described. In Section 3, a new resource allocation protocol is specified in detail, including its queue model, the way to determine the backhaul capacity of a UBS, and the corresponding protocol messages and procedures. In Section 4, the performance is investigated via extensive system level simulations considering two scenarios. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude this paper.
System Description
We consider a UCWN as shown in Figure 1 , where there is one UBSC and multiple UBSs. Each UBS communicates with many UTs (or underwater nodes) in its cell. UTs collect surrounding information and transmit the information to the UBS. We also consider a special type of UT such as AUV which moves from one cell to another. This is connected with a UBS, and transmits much larger volume of traffic than normal UTs. In other words, we consider two types of UTs: the first type is just normal fixed UTs like sensors, which transmit a small amount of data in periodic manner, the second type is a mobile UT like an AUV, which transmits a much larger amount of data. We assume that there are a large number of first type UTs and a few second type UTs.
In a UCWN, a UBSC is connected with many UBSs through underwater wireless backhaul as illustrated in Figure 1 . There are two communication links: one is the link from the UBSC to the UBS (called downlink), and the other is from the UBS to the UBSC (called uplink). We can assume that uplink has much more traffic than downlink and thus requires much larger backhaul capacity than downlink. This is a reasonable assumption because a UBSC mostly transmits control signaling to UBSs. However, a UBS collects data from many UTs and transmits the data to the UBSC. This motivates us to design an efficient resource allocation protocol for the uplink backhaul in this UCWN throughput this paper.
We consider a UCWN as shown in Figure 1 , where there is one UBSC and multiple UBSs. Each UBS communicates with many UTs (or underwater nodes) in its cell. UTs collect surrounding information and transmit the information to the UBS. We also consider a special type of UT such as AUV which moves from one cell to another. This is connected with a UBS, and transmits much larger volume of traffic than normal UTs. In other words, we consider two types of UTs: the first type is just normal fixed UTs like sensors, which transmit a small amount of data in periodic manner, the second type is a mobile UT like an AUV, which transmits a much larger amount of data. We assume that there are a large number of first type UTs and a few second type UTs. 
Description of UBSI Resource Allocation Protocol
In this section, a new resource allocation protocol for a UCWN called UBS Initiating (UBSI) resource allocation protocol is described, including its queue model, the way to determine the backhaul capacity of a UBS, and the corresponding protocol messages and procedures. While it is common to [16] and the UBSI resource allocation protocol that the backhaul capacity of a UBS is determined to be proportional to its uplink traffic, the followings are remarkable differences between them.
• The UBSI resource allocation protocol is basically designed to efficiently manage the non-guaranteed UBSC capacity which implies that the capacity of the UBSC is insufficient to deal with the uplink traffic induced by UBSs.
•
A UBS triggers to adjust its backhaul capacity for itself according to its queue status which does not affect the actions of other UBSs. To do this, a UBS requests additional backhaul capacity in case of occurring packet drops due to the shortage of current backhaul capacity. This can improve the performances of a UCWN in terms of energy efficiency, message overhead, throughput, and latency. A UBS also returns a portion of its backhaul capacity to the UBSC when it detects that its resource is under-utilized in order to manage the limited backhaul capacity of the UBSC.
A ratio-based backhaul capacity is employed in order to be interoperable with any multiple access protocols (e.g., TDMA, CDMA, FDMA, or OFDMA) which have different resources, respectively.
Queue Model and Backhaul Capacity of UBSs

Queue Model
A UBS can be modelled as a queuing system as illustrated in Figure 2 , where the arrival rate and the service rate represent the input traffic from UTs located in its cell and the backhaul capacity of the UBS allocated by the UBSC, respectively. This queue model helps a UBSC to allocate the total backhaul capacity to all the UBSs. Basically, the backhaul capacity of each UBS will be proportional to its input traffic. However, note that there is the maximum backhaul capacity of a UBS in the proposed UBSI resource allocation protocol. In a UCWN, a UBSC is connected with many UBSs through underwater wireless backhaul as illustrated in Figure 1 . There are two communication links: one is the link from the UBSC to the UBS (called downlink), and the other is from the UBS to the UBSC (called uplink). We can assume that uplink has much more traffic than downlink and thus requires much larger backhaul capacity than downlink. This is a reasonable assumption because a UBSC mostly transmits control signaling to UBSs. However, a UBS collects data from many UTs and transmits the data to the UBSC. This motivates us to design an efficient resource allocation protocol for the uplink backhaul in this UCWN throughput this paper.
Description of UBSI Resource Allocation Protocol
•
Queue Model and Backhaul Capacity of UBSs
Queue Model
A UBS can be modelled as a queuing system as illustrated in Figure 2 , where the arrival rate and the service rate represent the input traffic from UTs located in its cell and the backhaul capacity of the UBS allocated by the UBSC, respectively. This queue model helps a UBSC to allocate the total backhaul capacity to all the UBSs. Basically, the backhaul capacity of each UBS will be proportional to its input traffic. However, note that there is the maximum backhaul capacity of a UBS in the proposed UBSI resource allocation protocol. In the following, we explain several parameters in Figure 2 .
• λ i (n) is the arrival rate of a UBS i during the n-th time interval. In other words, this is the number of packets of a UBS i received from all the UTs residing in its cell during the n-th time interval.
• µ i (n) is the service rate a UBS i during the n-th time interval. That is, this implies the number of packets served by UBS i during the n-th time interval. Once the backhaul capacity of a UBS is determined, it holds until the next reallocation. And a UBS transmits its uplink traffic with the data rate up to its backhaul capacity. Q i (n) is the queue length of a UBS i at the end of the n-th time interval. Specifically, this is the number of packets remaining at the queue of UBS i at the end of the n-th time interval. The queue length of a UBS is expressed as a function of its previous queue length at time interval n − 1, the current input traffic (i.e., packet arrival) rate and the backhaul capacity during time interval n. Besides, the queue length has its maximum value denoted by K. Thus, it is expressed as the following equation.
• P i (n) is the number of packet drops of a UBS i during the n-th time interval. In other words, this is the number of packets dropped from the queue of a UBS i during the n-th time interval. Similar to the Q i (n), P i (n) is a function of its previous queue length at time n − 1, the current input traffic (i.e., packet arrival) rate and backhaul capacity during time interval n, and represented as
The parameters used in the UBSI protocol are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 . Parameters used in the underwater base station initiating (UBSI) resource allocation protocol. UBS: underwater base station; UBSC: underwater base station controller.
Parameters Description i
The index of a UBS N The number of UBSs n The index of discrete time K
The maximum queue length µ UBSC The UBSC capacity µ UBSmax
The maximum backhaul capacity of a UBS µ i (n)
The backhaul capacity of UBS i at time n λ i (n)
The input traffic rate of UBS i at time n µ e (n)
The reserved capacity of a UBSC at time n Q i (n)
The queue length of UBS i at time n P i (n)
The number of packet drops of UBS i at time n ρ i (n)
The resource utilization of UBS i at time
The message overhead of UBS i at time n
Backhaul Capacity of UBSs
The backhaul capacity of a UBS is determined by the corresponding UBSC. The UBSC calculates the backhaul capacity of the UBS by considering the traffic information sent from the UBS. The traffic information includes the queue length and the number of packet drops of the UBS. Each traffic information is a mean value averaged during a period ω (ω > 0) which is a positive integer and its value can be changed as a network parameter. The mean value of the queue length is represented as
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The average number of packet drops of a UBS, denoted by P i , can be obtained similar to the Equation (3) .
Using the sum of averaged queue length and packet drops (i.e., Q i and P i ), the backhaul capacity of a UBS is proportionally determined on the basis of a linear-proportional algorithm as in [17] [18] [19] . And the backhaul capacity, denoted by µ i , is also limited no more than the predetermined maximum value µ max , and thus expressed as
The backhaul capacity of a UBS will actually be determined by considering the multiple access protocol used in the real UCWN. For example, in case of TDMA, the backhaul resource of a UBS is given by the number of slots per TDMA frame, being proportional to its calculated backhaul capacity. In case of FDMA, the backhaul resource of a UBS is the channel bandwidth, or the number of narrow band channels.
Using Equation (4), the reserved capacity of a UBSC at the time n, which can be utilized to readjust the capacity of all UBSs on occasion, is also expressed as
Protocol Messages and Procedures
The UBSI resource allocation protocol consists of two phases: the initialization phase (denoted by "IP") and the normal operation phases (denoted by "NP"). In the view of resource allocation, the backhaul capacity of all UBSs are initially determined with respect to their initial traffic information in the initialization phase, while that of all UBSs is reallocated according to their current queue status.
Protocol Messages
All messages of the UBSI resource allocation protocol is equivalently applied as in [16] :
• A Resource Information Request (RIREQ) is a message that a UBSC asks all UBSs to send their traffic information as specified in Section 3. Table 2 shows the summary of the messages used in the UBSI protocol. For each message, the tables shows the direction of message, the phase when the message is used, and the transmission type. 
Initialization Phase
The initialization phase is executed in two cases. One is at the beginning of a UCWN. The other is when a UBSC lacks its reserved capacity to provide a UBS with additional backhaul capacity in the normal operation phase, and thus decides to return to the initialization phase. At the beginning of a UCWN, the initial resource to send any message of a UBS is assumed to be provided using a given MAC protocol.
A UBSC starts this phase by broadcasting an RIREQ message as shown in Figure 3 . Any UBS which receives the RIREQ message sends an RIREP message to the UBSC which includes its traffic information (i.e., Q i and P i ). If the UBSC receives RIREPs from all UBSs, it determines their backhaul capacities as explained in Section 3.1.2. Then, the UBSC broadcasts an RAIS message which includes the backhaul capacity information of all UBSs and waits for their responses, i.e., RAISACK messages. After receiving the RAIS message, a UBS enters the normal operation phase by sending its uplink traffic to the UBSC. 
A UBSC starts this phase by broadcasting an RIREQ message as shown in Figure 3 . Any UBS which receives the RIREQ message sends an RIREP message to the UBSC which includes its traffic information (i.e., and ). If the UBSC receives RIREPs from all UBSs, it determines their backhaul capacities as explained in Section 3.1.2. Then, the UBSC broadcasts an RAIS message which includes the backhaul capacity information of all UBSs and waits for their responses, i.e., RAISACK messages. After receiving the RAIS message, a UBS enters the normal operation phase by sending its uplink traffic to the UBSC. A UBSC maintains a traffic information table, which includes traffic information of all the UBSs, to utilize it as a reference to calculate their backhaul capacities in the two phases. In addition, a UBS also keeps track of the number of packet drops and the resource utilization values in order to ask the UBSC to adjust its backhaul capacity. The resource utilization of a UBS i at time n, denoted by ρ i (n), is the degree of using given backhaul capacity. This quantity is defined as a ratio of the served number of packets to the given backhaul capacity, and its maximum value is one. Thus, it is expressed as
Normal Operation Phase
In the normal operation phase, a UBS sends as much uplink traffic to a UBSC as its backhaul capacity. And it also consistently updates its queue status including the queue length, the packet drop rate, and the resource utilization. A UBS requests an adjustment of its backhaul capacity to a UBSC for two cases: (1) resource under-utilization and (2) queue-overflow due to the lack of backhaul capacity.
In the case of resource under-utilization (determined by the condition: ρ i (n) < ρ LI M ) where ρ LI M is the lower limit of resource utilization as a network parameter, a UBS returns a portion of its backhaul capacity to the UBSC. The effects of ρ LI M on the performance are summarized as follows.
•
As ρ LI M decreases, the frequency of backhaul capacity adjustment decreases since a UBS will have less probability of the event ρ i (n) < ρ LI M . Thus, it is expected to improve energy efficiency and to have less message overhead, but to deteriorate overall resource utilization, throughput, and packet drop rate.
•
As ρ LI M increases, the frequency of backhaul capacity adjustment increases since a UBS will have higher probability of the event ρ i (n) < ρ LI M . The performance pattern is expected to be opposite to when ρ LI M decreases. This implies that a performance trade-off exists between these two situations.
To manage resource under-utilization, a UBS sends an RAREQ message to the UBSC, as illustrated in Figure 4 . When the UBSC receives the RAREQ message, it sends an RAACK message to the UBS. Then, the UBSC updates a traffic information table by including new traffic information of the UBS and calculates the backhaul capacity of the UBS as specified in Section 3.1.2. The return of backhaul capacity implies the rise of the reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by µ e (n), this can be used to help another UBS suffering from the shortage of backhaul capacity. The UBSC sends a RAIS message to the UBS and waits for a RAISACK message as shown in Figure 4 . A UBSC maintains a traffic information table, which includes traffic information of all the UBSs, to utilize it as a reference to calculate their backhaul capacities in the two phases. In addition, a UBS also keeps track of the number of packet drops and the resource utilization values in order to ask the UBSC to adjust its backhaul capacity. The resource utilization of a UBS at time , denoted by ( ), is the degree of using given backhaul capacity. This quantity is defined as a ratio of the served number of packets to the given backhaul capacity, and its maximum value is one. Thus, it is expressed as
Normal Operation Phase
In the case of resource under-utilization (determined by the condition: ( ) < ) where is the lower limit of resource utilization as a network parameter, a UBS returns a portion of its backhaul capacity to the UBSC. The effects of on the performance are summarized as follows.
• As decreases, the frequency of backhaul capacity adjustment decreases since a UBS will have less probability of the event ( ) < . Thus, it is expected to improve energy efficiency and to have less message overhead, but to deteriorate overall resource utilization, throughput, and packet drop rate.
• As increases, the frequency of backhaul capacity adjustment increases since a UBS will have higher probability of the event ( ) < . The performance pattern is expected to be opposite to when decreases. This implies that a performance trade-off exists between these two situations.
To manage resource under-utilization, a UBS sends an RAREQ message to the UBSC, as illustrated in Figure 4 . When the UBSC receives the RAREQ message, it sends an RAACK message to the UBS. Then, the UBSC updates a traffic information table by including new traffic information of the UBS and calculates the backhaul capacity of the UBS as specified in Section 3.1.2. The return of backhaul capacity implies the rise of the reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by ( ), this can be used to help another UBS suffering from the shortage of backhaul capacity. The UBSC sends a RAIS message to the UBS and waits for a RAISACK message as shown in Figure 4 . In the case of queue-overflow (determined by the condition: P i (n) > 0), a UBS experiences the packet drop of input traffic due to the lack of backhaul capacity. In this case, the UBS sends an RAREQ message to the UBSC in order to request additional backhaul capacity, as illustrated in Figure 5 .
When the UBSC receives the RAREQ message, it sends an RAACK message to the UBS and calculates new backhaul capacity of the UBS as specified in Section 3.1.2. The UBSC also determines the required backhaul capacity and compares it to the reserved capacity of the UBSC, i.e., µ e (n). Here, the required backhaul capacity is expressed as ∆µ i (n) = |µ i (n) − µ i (n − 1)| where µ i (n) and µ i (n − 1) are newly determined backhaul capacity and current backhaul capacity of the UBS, respectively. If the reserved capacity of the UBSC is greater than the required backhaul capacity, that is µ e (n) ≥ ∆µ i (n), the UBSC sends an RAIS message and remaining procedures are executed as shown in Figure 5 . If the reserved capacity of the UBSC is insufficient to provide the required backhaul capacity, i.e., µ e (n) < ∆µ i (n), the UBSC broadcasts an RIREQ message to all the UBSs and goes back to the initialization phase, as shown in Figure 6 . The remaining procedures are the same as those in Section 3.2.2.
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In the case of queue-overflow (determined by the condition: ( ) > 0), a UBS experiences the packet drop of input traffic due to the lack of backhaul capacity. In this case, the UBS sends an RAREQ message to the UBSC in order to request additional backhaul capacity, as illustrated in Figure 5 .
When the UBSC receives the RAREQ message, it sends an RAACK message to the UBS and calculates new backhaul capacity of the UBS as specified in Section 3.1.2. The UBSC also determines the required backhaul capacity and compares it to the reserved capacity of the UBSC, i.e., ( ) . Here, the required backhaul capacity is expressed as Δ ( ) = | ( ) − ( − 1)| where ( ) and ( − 1) are newly determined backhaul capacity and current backhaul capacity of the UBS, respectively. If the reserved capacity of the UBSC is greater than the required backhaul capacity, that is ( ) ≥ Δ ( ), the UBSC sends an RAIS message and remaining procedures are executed as shown in Figure 5 . If the reserved capacity of the UBSC is insufficient to provide the required backhaul capacity, i.e., ( ) < Δ ( ), the UBSC broadcasts an RIREQ message to all the UBSs and goes back to the initialization phase, as shown in Figure 6 . The remaining procedures are the same as those in Section 3.2.2. In the case of queue-overflow (determined by the condition: ( ) > 0), a UBS experiences the packet drop of input traffic due to the lack of backhaul capacity. In this case, the UBS sends an RAREQ message to the UBSC in order to request additional backhaul capacity, as illustrated in Figure 5 .
When the UBSC receives the RAREQ message, it sends an RAACK message to the UBS and calculates new backhaul capacity of the UBS as specified in Section 3.1.2. The UBSC also determines the required backhaul capacity and compares it to the reserved capacity of the UBSC, i.e., ( ) . Here, the required backhaul capacity is expressed as Δ ( ) = | ( ) − ( − 1)| where ( ) and ( − 1) are newly determined backhaul capacity and current backhaul capacity of the UBS, respectively. If the reserved capacity of the UBSC is greater than the required backhaul capacity, that is ( ) ≥ Δ ( ), the UBSC sends an RAIS message and remaining procedures are executed as shown in Figure 5 . If the reserved capacity of the UBSC is insufficient to provide the required backhaul capacity, i.e., ( ) < Δ ( ), the UBSC broadcasts an RIREQ message to all the UBSs and goes back to the initialization phase, as shown in Figure 6 . The remaining procedures are the same as those in Section 3.2.2. 
Simulation and Performance Analysis Results
In order to examine the performance of the UBSI resource allocation protocol for a UCWN, we performed system level simulations (SLSs). This SLS includes all the details of the UBSI resource allocation protocol described in Section 3. In this section, we describe the SLSs in detail and the simulation results for the different simulation parameters.
System Level Simulation Description and Performance Measures
In the SLSs, we considered an uplink backhaul link of a UCWN, where there are one UBSC, ten UBSs with multiple UTs, and a few mobile UTs like AUVs. We assumed that each UBS receives the packet from the UTs connected to the UBS with Poisson distribution with the packet arrival rate λ. In other words, each UBS receives different amounts of packets with Poisson distribution, but all the UBS have the same average packet arrival rate λ. In addition, we assumed that there are a few mobile UTs in the UCWN, which communicate with one of the UBSs in the UCWN, and there is only one mobile node in the UBS. So, the UBS communicating with a mobile UT will receive burst traffic from the mobile UT with Poisson distribution with much higher arrival rate λ b .
The parameters used in the SLSs are listed in the Table 2 . We performed simulations for different sets of the parameters. For each simulation, some parameters are used as default values and others are changed to investigate the different perspectives of the performance. We also considered four performance measures in the SLSs which are mean values of all UBSs and defined as follows.
• Average packet drop rate: a ratio of dropped packets over ingress packets in a queues of a UBS.
•
Average resource utilization: a ratio of used backhaul capacity over assigned backhaul capacity of a UBS.
• Average message overhead: the number of messages induced by resource reallocation.
Average reserved UBSC capacity of the UBSC.
Simulation Results and Performance Analysis
In this paper, we performed many different SLSs for different parameter sets, but we show only some remarkable results in this section. As stated in Section 1, we considered two simulation scenarios as follows:
• Scenario 1: varying the upper limit (or maximum) of the backhaul capacity of a UBS. • Scenario 2: varying the lower limit of the resource utilization threshold where a UBS returns unused backhaul capacity when its current resource-utilization becomes less than this lower limit.
Scenario 1
Here, we investigated the four performance measures for different under-utilization limit (ρ LI M ) and the number of mobile UTs (N MN ). To do this, we changed the value of ρ LI M from 0.3 to 0.7, and that of N MN from 1 to 2. The burst traffic, generated from each mobile UT, arrives at the UBS with Poisson arrival rate 30 (i.e., the mean inter-arrival time is given as 1 30 s). And the average packet arrival rate of each UBS, denoted by λ, is changed from 3 to 20. Figure 7 shows the average packet drop rate for this case. (In the following four graphs, ρ LI M is simply denoted by ρ for convenience sake.) As shown in Figure 7 , the average packet drop rate increases as the average packet arrival rate λ increases. In the graph, we can find that the average packet drop rate is notably different dependent upon the number of mobile UTs N MN ; the average packet drop rate performance becomes worse as the value of N MN increases. However, the average packet drop rate is almost the same for different values of under-utilization limit ρ LI M . ) and the number of mobile UTs ( ). Figure 8 shows the average resource utilization for this case. As shown in the figure, the average resource utilization approaches to almost 99% as the packet arrival rate increases. We can find the different resource utilization values when is small (i.e., < 10). In addition, when is small such as from 5 to 7, average resource utilization for the case = 1 is much lower than the case = 2. This is obvious since there are more packet arrival in the case = 2, and the burst traffic is a more dominant factor when is small. When = 1 and = 5, the average resource utilization becomes higher as increases. The reason is as follows. As increases the UBS returns the backhaul resource more frequently to the UBSC if its resource is under-utilized. So, the average resource utilization becomes higher, and the message overhead due to the return procedure increases. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 9 . ) and the number of mobile UTs ( ). Figure 9 shows the average message overhead for this case. It is shown that the message overhead of the UBSI resource allocation protocol is remarkably small because control signaling message mostly occurs when the UBSC reallocate backhaul resources for the UBSs according to their requests. As described in Section 3, this reallocation is caused by the two cases. The first case is when the resource of a UBS is under-utilized, and the second case is when a UBS has packet drop due to the shortage of the backhaul capacity. When the average packet arrival rate is small, message overhead is mainly caused by under-utilization. Thus, we can observe that situation as illustrated in Figure 9 . In the figure, when is small (e.g., = 5), average message overhead becomes larger as becomes higher and smaller. Figure 8 shows the average resource utilization for this case. As shown in the figure, the average resource utilization approaches to almost 99% as the packet arrival rate λ increases. We can find the different resource utilization values when λ is small (i.e., λ < 10). In addition, when λ is small such as from 5 to 7, average resource utilization for the case N MN = 1 is much lower than the case N MN = 2. This is obvious since there are more packet arrival in the case N MN = 2, and the burst traffic is a more dominant factor when λ is small. When N MN = 1 and λ = 5, the average resource utilization becomes higher as ρ LI M increases. The reason is as follows. As ρ LI M increases the UBS returns the backhaul resource more frequently to the UBSC if its resource is under-utilized. So, the average resource utilization becomes higher, and the message overhead due to the return procedure increases. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 9 . Figure 8 shows the average resource utilization for this case. As shown in the figure, the average resource utilization approaches to almost 99% as the packet arrival rate increases. We can find the different resource utilization values when is small (i.e., < 10). In addition, when is small such as from 5 to 7, average resource utilization for the case = 1 is much lower than the case = 2. This is obvious since there are more packet arrival in the case = 2, and the burst traffic is a more dominant factor when is small. When = 1 and = 5, the average resource utilization becomes higher as increases. The reason is as follows. As increases the UBS returns the backhaul resource more frequently to the UBSC if its resource is under-utilized. So, the average resource utilization becomes higher, and the message overhead due to the return procedure increases. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 9 . ) and the number of mobile UTs ( ). Figure 9 shows the average message overhead for this case. It is shown that the message overhead of the UBSI resource allocation protocol is remarkably small because control signaling message mostly occurs when the UBSC reallocate backhaul resources for the UBSs according to their requests. As described in Section 3, this reallocation is caused by the two cases. The first case is when the resource of a UBS is under-utilized, and the second case is when a UBS has packet drop due to the shortage of the backhaul capacity. When the average packet arrival rate is small, message overhead is mainly caused by under-utilization. Thus, we can observe that situation as illustrated in Figure 9 . In the figure, when is small (e.g., = 5), average message overhead becomes larger as becomes higher and smaller. Figure 9 shows the average message overhead for this case. It is shown that the message overhead of the UBSI resource allocation protocol is remarkably small because control signaling message mostly occurs when the UBSC reallocate backhaul resources for the UBSs according to their requests. As described in Section 3, this reallocation is caused by the two cases. The first case is when the resource of a UBS is under-utilized, and the second case is when a UBS has packet drop due to the shortage of the backhaul capacity. When the average packet arrival rate λ is small, message overhead is mainly caused by under-utilization. Thus, we can observe that situation as illustrated in Figure 9 . In the figure, when λ is small (e.g., λ = 5), average message overhead becomes larger as ρ LI M becomes higher and N MN smaller.
As λ becomes larger, the average message overhead fluctuates. This fluctuation occurs because the resource reallocation in the UBSC is mainly triggered by packet drops in the UBSs. And this packet drop randomly occurs in the UBSs since the total backhaul capacity is limited and the packet arrival rate is much higher than the backhaul capacity As becomes larger, the average message overhead fluctuates. This fluctuation occurs because the resource reallocation in the UBSC is mainly triggered by packet drops in the UBSs. And this packet drop randomly occurs in the UBSs since the total backhaul capacity is limited and the packet arrival rate is much higher than the backhaul capacity ) and the number of mobile UTs ( ). Figure 10 shows the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by for this case. We can observe that increases when the packet arrival rate is small. And it approaches to almost zero as becomes large. When is small (e.g., = 5), becomes larger as becomes higher and smaller. This is because a UBS returns some of its backhaul resource to the UBSC more frequently when is high, and a UBS will have a high probability to be under-utilized when is small. 
Scenario 2
Here, we investigated the four performance measures for different adjustment parameter and the number of mobile UTs ( ). As described in Table 3 , is expressed as a function of as + . We changed the value of from 0 to 4, and that of from 1 to 2. The burst traffic, generated from each mobile UT, arrives at the UBS with Poisson arrival rate 30. And the average packet arrival rate of each UBS, denoted by , is changed from 3 to 20. Figure 10 shows the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by µ e for this case. We can observe that µ e increases when the packet arrival rate λ is small. And it approaches to almost zero as λ becomes large. When λ is small (e.g., λ = 5), µ e becomes larger as ρ LI M becomes higher and N MN smaller. This is because a UBS returns some of its backhaul resource to the UBSC more frequently when ρ LI M is high, and a UBS will have a high probability to be under-utilized when N MN is small. As becomes larger, the average message overhead fluctuates. This fluctuation occurs because the resource reallocation in the UBSC is mainly triggered by packet drops in the UBSs. And this packet drop randomly occurs in the UBSs since the total backhaul capacity is limited and the packet arrival rate is much higher than the backhaul capacity ) and the number of mobile UTs ( ). Figure 10 shows the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by for this case. We can observe that increases when the packet arrival rate is small. And it approaches to almost zero as becomes large. When is small (e.g., = 5), becomes larger as becomes higher and smaller. This is because a UBS returns some of its backhaul resource to the UBSC more frequently when is high, and a UBS will have a high probability to be under-utilized when is small. 
Here, we investigated the four performance measures for different adjustment parameter and the number of mobile UTs ( ). As described in Table 3 , is expressed as a function of as + . We changed the value of from 0 to 4, and that of from 1 to 2. The burst traffic, generated from each mobile UT, arrives at the UBS with Poisson arrival rate 30. And the average packet arrival rate of each UBS, denoted by , is changed from 3 to 20. 
Here, we investigated the four performance measures for different µ UBSmax adjustment parameter β and the number of mobile UTs N MN . As described in Table 3 , µ UBSmax is expressed as a function of β as
We changed the value of β from 0 to 4, and that of N MN from 1 to 2. The burst traffic, generated from each mobile UT, arrives at the UBS with Poisson arrival rate 30. And the average packet arrival rate of each UBS, denoted by λ, is changed from 3 to 20. Figure 11 shows the average packet drop rate for this case. As shown in the graph, the average packet drop rate increases as the average packet arrival rate λ increases and the β increases. In the graph, we can find that the average drop rate is different dependent upon the number of mobile nodes (or terminals) N MN . Table 3 . Parameters used in the System Level Simulations.
Parameters Description Values in SLS
M
The number of SLSs with the same parameters 10 n
The index of discrete time per one SLS 0~10,000 N The number of UBSs 10 K
The maximum queue length 100 µ UBSC The capacity of a UBSC 100 µ UBSmax
The maximum backhaul capacity of a UBS
Average packet arrival rate of a UBS generated from normal UTs 3~20 ρ LI M Under-utilization limit 0.3~0. Figure 11 shows the average packet drop rate for this case. As shown in the graph, the average packet drop rate increases as the average packet arrival rate increases and the increases. In the graph, we can find that the average drop rate is different dependent upon the number of mobile nodes (or terminals) . Table 3 . Parameters used in the System Level Simulations.
Parameters Description Values in SLS M
The number of SLSs with the same parameters 10 The index of discrete time per one SLS 0~10,000 The number of UBSs 10 The maximum queue length 100 The capacity of a UBSC 100 The maximum backhaul capacity of a UBS + Adjustment parameter 0~5 (default: 0) ( )
The backhaul capacity of UBS at time 0 < ( ) < Average packet arrival rate of a UBS generated from normal UTs ). Figure 12 shows the average resource utilization for this case. As shown in the figure, the average resource utilization approaches to almost 99% as the packet arrival rate increases. Note that when = 1 and < 7, the average resource utilization is high for = 0, and when = 1 and 7 < < 10 , the average resource utilization is higher for = 2 and = 4 than = 0 . This can be interpreted as follows. When < 7, the packet arrival rate of a UBS is small. So, resource utilization becomes higher for = 0 since each UBS will have = 10, and this capacity can support the small packet arrival rate sufficiently. However, when 7 < < 10, since the packet arrival rate is a little high, it requires more backhaul capacity than 10. So, by setting = 12 and = 14 for = 2 and = 4, respectively, some UBSs with higher packet arrival rates than the average can have higher resource utilization. Figure 12 shows the average resource utilization for this case. As shown in the figure, the average resource utilization approaches to almost 99% as the packet arrival rate λ increases. Note that when N MN = 1 and λ < 7, the average resource utilization is high for β = 0, and when N MN = 1 and 7 < λ < 10, the average resource utilization is higher for β = 2 and β = 4 than β = 0. This can be interpreted as follows. When λ < 7, the packet arrival rate of a UBS is small. So, resource utilization becomes higher for β = 0 since each UBS will have µ UBSmax = 10, and this capacity can support the small packet arrival rate sufficiently. However, when 7 < λ < 10, since the packet arrival rate is a little high, it requires more backhaul capacity than 10. So, by setting µ UBSmax = 12 and µ UBSmax = 14 for β = 2 and β = 4, respectively, some UBSs with higher packet arrival rates than the average can have higher resource utilization. ). Figure 13 shows the average message overhead for this case. As shown in the graph, when = 0, the average message overhead fluctuates within some range. However, when = 2 and = 4, the message overhead becomes higher as the packet arrival rate increases. We can interpret this as follows. When = 2 and = 4 , each UBS can have the = 12 and = 14, respectively. In this case, if a UBS has large packet arrival rate compared with the other UBSs, its backhaul capacity becomes . Accordingly, the reserved capacity of the UBSC becomes small due to the limited capacity. Since we assume that the packet arrival rate of each UBS is random with Poisson distribution, some UBS with small backhaul capacity in the previous simulation interval will have high probability of packet drop. So, this will trigger the resource reallocation procedure in the UBSC, resulting in more message overhead. ). Figure 14 illustrates the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by for this case. For 5 < < 10, we can observe that becomes larger as becomes smaller. The high value of can be interpreted in two different aspects. One is that the UBSC backhaul resource is not efficiently allocated. The other is that the high reserved capacity of the UBSC can be used to provide more capacity to the UBS with sudden burst traffic. Consequently, this will reduce the message overhead due to resource reallocation. Figure 13 shows the average message overhead for this case. As shown in the graph, when β = 0, the average message overhead fluctuates within some range. However, when β = 2 and β = 4, the message overhead becomes higher as the packet arrival rate increases. We can interpret this as follows. When β = 2 and β = 4, each UBS can have the µ UBSmax = 12 and µ UBSmax = 14, respectively. In this case, if a UBS has large packet arrival rate compared with the other UBSs, its backhaul capacity becomes µ UBSmax . Accordingly, the reserved capacity of the UBSC becomes small due to the limited capacity. Since we assume that the packet arrival rate of each UBS is random with Poisson distribution, some UBS with small backhaul capacity in the previous simulation interval will have high probability of packet drop. So, this will trigger the resource reallocation procedure in the UBSC, resulting in more message overhead. ). Figure 13 shows the average message overhead for this case. As shown in the graph, when = 0, the average message overhead fluctuates within some range. However, when = 2 and = 4, the message overhead becomes higher as the packet arrival rate increases. We can interpret this as follows. When = 2 and = 4 , each UBS can have the = 12 and = 14, respectively. In this case, if a UBS has large packet arrival rate compared with the other UBSs, its backhaul capacity becomes . Accordingly, the reserved capacity of the UBSC becomes small due to the limited capacity. Since we assume that the packet arrival rate of each UBS is random with Poisson distribution, some UBS with small backhaul capacity in the previous simulation interval will have high probability of packet drop. So, this will trigger the resource reallocation procedure in the UBSC, resulting in more message overhead. ). Figure 14 illustrates the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by for this case. For 5 < < 10, we can observe that becomes larger as becomes smaller. The high value of can be interpreted in two different aspects. One is that the UBSC backhaul resource is not efficiently allocated. The other is that the high reserved capacity of the UBSC can be used to provide more capacity to the UBS with sudden burst traffic. Consequently, this will reduce the message overhead due to resource reallocation. Figure 14 illustrates the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, denoted by µ e for this case. For 5 < λ < 10, we can observe that µ e becomes larger as β becomes smaller. The high value of µ e can be interpreted in two different aspects. One is that the UBSC backhaul resource is not efficiently allocated. The other is that the high reserved capacity of the UBSC can be used to provide more capacity to the UBS with sudden burst traffic. Consequently, this will reduce the message overhead due to resource reallocation. 
Simulation Summary
In this section, we provide a summary of our SLS results and analysis, and an operational guideline for the backhaul resource allocation in the UCWN using proposed protocol.
In our SLSs, we assumed that the total backhaul capacity of the UBSC is equal to 100 and the number of UBSs connected to the UBSC is 10. So, if the average packet arrival rate > 10, then it would be natural that most of the UBSs suffer the shortage of the backhaul capacity. Consequently, this results in high average packet drop rate, almost peak value (i.e., nearly equal to one) for average resource utilization, and almost lowest value (i.e., approximately zero) for average reserved capacity of the UBSC. We can find this phenomenon from the graphs in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Therefore, in order to obtain operational guideline for the backhaul of the UCWN, we need to focus on the performance for ≤ 10 in the SLS results.
SLS results and operational guideline for Scenario 1 can be summarized as follows.
• Average packet drop rate is not dependent upon under-utilization limit ( ) , but more dependent upon the number of mobile UTs ( ) generating burst traffic and upon the average packet arrival rate .
•
There is a close relationship (or a tradeoff) among the average resource utilization, the average message overhead, and the average reserved capacity of the UBSC for ≤ 7. Specifically, as becomes higher, the average resource utilization becomes higher, the average message overhead also gets higher, and the reserved capacity of the UBSC also becomes higher.
• This means that as becomes higher, each UBS uses only required backhaul capacity and returns unused backhaul capacity to the UBSC. Accordingly, the reserved capacity of the UBSC becomes higher. However, to maintain only required backhaul capacity in each UBS, each UBS needs to send and receive the control signaling messages, which results in high average message overhead.
• Note that high reserved backhaul capacity in the UBSC can be helpful to cope with burst traffic with high packet arrival rate in some UBSs (mainly caused by the mobile terminals such as AUVs).
SLS results and operational guideline for Scenario 2 can be summarized as follows.
• Average packet drop rate increases as the adjustment parameter ( ) increases. Average packet drop rate becomes higher as the average packet arrival rate and the number of mobile UTs ( ) increases. 
Simulation Summary
In our SLSs, we assumed that the total backhaul capacity of the UBSC is equal to 100 and the number of UBSs connected to the UBSC is 10. So, if the average packet arrival rate λ > 10, then it would be natural that most of the UBSs suffer the shortage of the backhaul capacity. Consequently, this results in high average packet drop rate, almost peak value (i.e., nearly equal to one) for average resource utilization, and almost lowest value (i.e., approximately zero) for average reserved capacity of the UBSC. We can find this phenomenon from the graphs in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Therefore, in order to obtain operational guideline for the backhaul of the UCWN, we need to focus on the performance for λ ≤ 10 in the SLS results.
• Average packet drop rate is not dependent upon under-utilization limit (ρ LI M ), but more dependent upon the number of mobile UTs (N MN ) generating burst traffic and upon the average packet arrival rate λ.
•
There is a close relationship (or a tradeoff) among the average resource utilization, the average message overhead, and the average reserved capacity of the UBSC for λ ≤ 7. Specifically, as ρ LI M becomes higher, the average resource utilization becomes higher, the average message overhead also gets higher, and the reserved capacity of the UBSC also becomes higher.
This means that as ρ LI M becomes higher, each UBS uses only required backhaul capacity and returns unused backhaul capacity to the UBSC. Accordingly, the reserved capacity of the UBSC becomes higher. However, to maintain only required backhaul capacity in each UBS, each UBS needs to send and receive the control signaling messages, which results in high average message overhead.
• Average packet drop rate increases as the µ UBSmax adjustment parameter (β) increases. Average packet drop rate becomes higher as the average packet arrival rate λ and the number of mobile UTs (N MN ) increases.
For λ ≤ 7 and the number of mobile UTs (N MN ) is equal to one, the average packet drop rate is almost the same as β and λ increase. This is because UBSs have sufficient backhaul capacities to support low packet arrival rate.
For λ ≤ 7, there is a close relationship (or a tradeoff) among the average resource utilization, the average message overhead, and the average reserved capacity of the UBSC. Specifically, as β becomes higher, the average resource utilization becomes lower, the average message overhead also gets higher, and the reserved capacity of the UBSC also becomes lower.
This means that as β becomes higher, a UBS can have higher the maximum backhaul capacity given by µ UBSC N + β. So, in this case, some UBSs can have larger backhaul capacity than µ UBSC N (equal to 10 in the SLS) and the capacity may not be fully utilized due to small λ, resulting in low resource utilization. Besides, when some UBSs have larger backhaul capacity than µ UBSC N due to β > 0, the other UBSs will have lower capacity than µ UBSC N since the total backhaul capacity is limited. Consequently, the reserved capacity of the UBSC becomes lower for larger β. In this case, if the traffic pattern of the UBSs is changed, the probability that backhaul capacity for each UBS is adjusted to reflect the updated traffic condition becomes high. Thus, the average message overhead mainly due to this adjustment can be large when β is large.
• For 7 ≤ λ ≤ 10, there is a close relationship (or a tradeoff) among the average resource utilization, the average message overhead, and the average reserved capacity of the UBSC, which is different from the relationship for λ ≤ 7.
• Specifically, as β becomes higher, the average resource utilization becomes higher, the average message overhead also gets higher, and the reserved capacity of the UBSC also becomes lower.
Note that for this case as β becomes higher, the average resource utilization becomes higher. This is because, for 7 ≤ λ ≤ 10, some UBSs can have higher backhaul capacity (given by µ UBSC N + β), and this capacity (greater than µ UBSC N ) can handle burst traffic as well as instantaneous high traffic due to large λ. Consequently, the backhaul resource can be almost fully utilized, producing high average resource utilization.
• Therefore, when we determine the operational value of β in the real UCWN, we first need to consider the average packet arrival rate λ of UBSs.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed a new backhaul resource allocation protocol for the UCWN, where a UBS triggers to readjust its backhaul capacity with respect to its queue status: resource under-utilization or packet drops due to queue-overflow. This is quite different from the conventional resource allocation protocols in literature where a base station controller periodically assigns the backhaul capacity of base stations considering their traffic information. We believe that this new protocol may have advantages over the conventional ones, particularly in harsh communication environments like underwater where the data rate is very low and the latency of the backhaul link is very large.
In order to investigate the feasibility of the new resource allocation protocol for the UCWN, we carried out system level simulations by considering many parameters and evaluated the performance such as average packet drop rate, average resource utilization, average message overhead, and the reserved capacity of the UBSC. We showed some important simulation results and analyzed with some interpretations which can be used as operation guidelines to apply our resource allocation protocol for the UCWN.
As a future research topic, we are considering the detailed comparison between the new resource allocation protocol and the previous protocol in [17] under the same simulation conditions. It would give more valuable results and be very helpful in designing the real UCWN in the near future.
